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GO2Altitude
  Exhibited at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—904p
Good-Lite
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—904p
HeartSine Technologies
  Donates defibrillator to volunteer FD—273
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—904p
  Finds therapy improves health during cancer treatment—549
  Helps launch AED grant program—549
  Replaces stolen defibrillator—1016
Inmedic, Inc.
  Employees recognized by NASA—174,549,1123,1226
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—904p
  Featured in NASA Best Places to Work—1319
International Assoc. for the Advancement of Space Safety (IAASS)
  Presents Thompson & team with Lederer award—906p
International Federation of Air Line Pilots Association (IFALPA)
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  Awarded ballistic armor contract—659
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  McFarland award—903p
  Professional excellence—902p
  Research & development award—902,903p
Mayo Clinic
  Aerospace Medicine Fellowship—272
  Develops test for concussion severity—548
  Exhibitor at AsMA 84th annual meeting—904p
  Finds possible Alzheimer’s diagnostic test—905
  Launches new video series—659
  Recognized for safety—174
  Study validates teleconcussion case—87
  Top ranked for quality—1015
MedAire
  Announces launch of HealthMap 2013—549
  Announces strategic partnership—659
MedCareProfessional
  Offers first flight paramedic course—1226
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)
  Holds worker health conference—1123
  Offers first flight paramedic course—1226
Oregon Aero
  Announces CRM/AMRM training—548
  Employee receives safety award—1319
Oxyheal Health Group
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—905p
  Welcomed as new Corporate & Sustaining member—905
Piedmont Physicians
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—905p
  Recognized by the HRC Foundation—1015
  Welcomed as new Corporate & Sustaining member—905
  Preventive Medicine 2014—1316
  Psoria-Shield
  Granted U.S. Patent—1015
QinetiQ
  Develops new radar—659
Red Bull Stratos Project
  Interview with Jim Webb—890p
  Thompson & team win Lederer award from IAASS—906p
  Senate passes CAP Congressional gold medal bill—772
  Society of NASA Flight Surgeons (SoNFS)
  Luncheon with Jim Lovell—903p
South African Airways (SAA)
  Embarks on sustainable fuel program—1319
  First cadet pilot training begins—1015
Space Medicine Association (SMA)
  Davis scholarship—1013p
  Jeff Myers Young Investigators Award—1013p
  Journal award—1013p
  President’s award—1013p
  Wyle scholarship—1013p
Spectrum Aeromed
  Completes customization—1319
U.S. Army Aviation Medicine Association
  Aeromedical merit—902
  Haley award—902p
  Lyster award—902
  Neel award—902
  Specialist of the year—902
United
  Donates MileagePlus Miles—1016
University of Texas Medical Branch (UTMB)
  Awards funding to eight programs—1320
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—905p
  Researchers develop tularemia treatment—1226
Universities Space Research Association (USRA)
  LeBlanc wins team award—1316
  Verathon Medical
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—905p
Wyle Laboratories
  Awarded engineering & development contract—174
  Awarded Naval Air Systems Command contract—549
  Awarded U.S. Air Force task order—1319
  Diagnostic technology named to Hall of Fame—905
  Exhibitor at AsMA’s 84th annual meeting—904p
  To provide technical analysis to U.S. Navy—1016
  Wins engineering contract—659
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